GRK101 **Elem Ancient Greek** Professor Zachary Biles

CRN 10098  M W F 09:00-09:50 AM

Introduction to the basic grammar and syntax of classical Greek, beginning with the alphabet. The aim of Greek 101 is to develop a facility for comprehending the written language. Students are not required to speak Greek nor to understand the spoken language. Greek 101 is an introductory course open to those with no prior experience in the study of ancient Greek.

JST101 **Elem Modern Hebrew** I Professor Marco Di Giulio

CRN 10660  M W F 11:00-11:50 AM

*Choice of two drills:*

10676  JST101  Drill  T  10:00-10:40 AM
10677  JST101  Drill  T  10:40-11:20 AM

Introduction to the basic structures and vocabulary of Modern Hebrew, oral and written.

RUS101 **Elementary Russian** I Professor Nina Bond

CRN 10339  M W F 11:00-12:20 PM

Introduction to the contemporary Russian language. The course presents the fundamentals of Russian grammar and syntax. Emphasis on listening comprehension, speaking, reading, writing and cultural awareness. Three eighty-minute meetings per week, plus an additional conversation hour conducted by a native speaker.